ACCOMPILCES OF ABBOTT LAWRENCE LOWELL

Sam Erman*

Volume 130’s Developments in the Law is partly an exercise in “you break it, you fix it.” Following a well-worn scholarly path, the Introduction recalls how the Harvard Law Review was host to a wide-ranging debate among legal scholars over the constitutional impact of the 1899 U.S. turn toward empire. One entry in this nineteenth-century debate, Professor Abbott Lawrence Lowell’s The Status of Our New Possessions — A Third View, proposed that territory could be acquired without becoming subject to the full Constitution. The Supreme Court “embraced” this view and promulgated the territorial nonincorporation doctrine. The doctrine reconciled the Constitution to imperial governance. It is easy to see why the Harvard Law Review sees this as a “time this journal might rather forget.” What follows is a recompense of sorts. The Introduction details the shameful history of U.S. colonialism pursuant to the territorial nonincorporation doctrine. The Chapters that follow identify and promote paths to greater self-determination for these continuing colonies.

Consider this Commentary a friendly amendment. Drawing on my forthcoming book, Almost Citizens: From the Reconstruction Constitution to Empire, this Commentary contends that Lowell was only one
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member of a broader set of influential nonjudicial actors. His legal scholarship was only one piece of the intellectual output that such actors advanced in favor of constitutional change. Senators, representatives, administrators, and the President also drove the doctrinal shifts in response to the new territorial acquisitions. These officials shared Lowell’s faith that the Constitution could be remade, or at least reinterpreted. While they acknowledged judicial supremacy and anticipated judicial review, they treated law and courts as pliable. This stance was partly the executive and legislative constitutionalism of President McKinley and Congress seeking to shape constitutional meaning. But it was also administrative constitutionalism, which in this case was bureaucratic discretion exercised to craft influential legal justifications of empire. Aware that the Justices would speak last, elected and administrative officials worked contemporaneously with legal academics to shape a new and congenial constitutional doctrine well before the Supreme Court was called upon to validate it. They shared the Introduction’s faith that “ideas have consequences” in matters of constitutional change, then forcefully demonstrated that state institutions and the officials who animate them do too.

Of course, the insight that many actors share blame with the Harvard Law Review for the creation of the early-twentieth-century constitutional law of empire is no reason to abandon the search for solutions. Indeed, rereading the Chapters with nonjudicial officials in mind provides new insights and optimism as well as grounds for skepticism. That is all to the good. The need for new approaches is acute. Recent events vividly illustrate the harms that Puerto Rico still suffers as “the oldest colony in the world.”
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I. U.S. EXPANSION AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL BATTLE LINES

When the United States declared war on Spain in mid-1898, it was conventional legal wisdom that the constitutional consequences of annexation included eventual statehood for acquired territories and U.S. citizenship and full constitutional rights for their populations. Elected officials had made the point without fear of rebuttal for thirty years. All three legal results flowed to Hawai‘i after its 1898 annexation. After the U.S. invasion of Puerto Rico in July of that year, the military leaders preparing the island for annexation presumed that it would follow a similar path.15

But then in late 1898, nearly a year before Lowell’s article would be published in November 1899, Republican President William McKinley challenged the consensus on the constitutional consequences of empire and initiated rapid constitutional innovation when he exercised his prerogative as military victor by seeking annexation of the Philippines. Like most white mainlanders, he judged Filipinos racially unassimilable.16 President McKinley thus did not recommend citizenship, full rights, or statehood. But he also did not propose an alternative. Instead, in an implicit invitation to federal courts to reshape the constitutional law of empire, he negotiated a peace treaty that left the political status of Puerto Ricans and Filipinos to Congress, with only the Constitution as a backstop.17

President McKinley’s December 1899 submission for Senate approval of the treaty to annex the Philippines sparked a wide-ranging constitutional debate, not only in the legal academy, but also among the senators.18 All sides saw the Philippines as different in kind from the other annexations of the day: Hawai‘i, Guam, Puerto Rico, and soon American Samoa. The Philippines were vastly larger and more populous than the other islands19 and home to a militarized independence...
movement with nonwhite leadership. For these and other reasons, senators generally agreed that the Philippines housed a uniquely large, ill-led, and racially inferior population of “Malays, Tagals, Filipinos, Chinese, Japanese, Negritos, and various more or less barbarous tribes,” all “utterly alien.” None supported fully incorporating them into the polity. Where lawmakers and legal scholars divided was on the constitutionality and desirability of ruling distant lands as colonies rather than simply declining to annex them.

Drawing on deep wells of white supremacy, anti-imperialist Democrats and their allies protested that annexing the Philippines would be a disaster. As the Developments in the Law Introduction notes, legal academics in this camp presumed that acquisition would bring Filipinos U.S. citizenship, full constitutional rights, and eventual statehood. According to the Fourteenth Amendment: “All persons born . . . in the United States . . . are citizens of the United States . . . .” As citizens, Filipinos would enjoy such rights as freedom of movement, opportunities to compete for U.S. jobs, and free trade with the mainland. The spirit of the Fourteenth Amendment required universal male suffrage. And Supreme Court doctrine emphasized that the United States could not simply hold the territories without moving those lands toward statehood and providing them constitutional guarantees. The argument rested in part on the Dred Scott decision, which had declared: “There is certainly no power given by the Constitution to the Federal Government to establish or maintain colonies . . . .” The decision also
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enforced constitutional rights in the territories, which later precedents affirmed by declaring the Bill of Rights operational there. Anti-imperialist Senate Democrats equated annexation with national perdition. Fidelity to the Constitution would pollute the U.S. body politic with millions of racially degraded Filipinos. Equally abhorrent to members of the party that had toppled Reconstruction was what they described as the unconstitutional federal overreach that would be necessary to acquire and exclude Filipinos. Making these arguments took breathtaking gall. Men who had fought to preserve slavery and then recreated racial caste after the Civil War now praised equality and consent for all people regardless of race even as they plumbed the racist depths. They tarred Filipinos as “a mongrel and semibarbarous population . . . inferior to but akin to the negro” and permanently “unfit . . . for the glorious privileges . . . of an American citizen.” Imperialism betrayed “consent of the governed” by treating “millions of humans beings” as “mere chattels.” Denying U.S. citizenship would “void” the Fourteenth Amendment and contravene the declaration in the Slaughter-House Cases that native-born inhabitants of federal territories were “citizens of the United States.” Upon annexation, the Constitution would endow Filipinos with Fourteenth Amendment “immunities and privileges,” “personal rights” such as those in the Bill of Rights, and perhaps suffrage.

On the other side of the debate, expansionists and their allies were similarly opposed to integrating Filipinos into the nation. They answered the constitutional concerns of anti-imperialist Democrats and their scholarly allies by claiming that the Constitution gave the United States substantial discretion. According to legal scholar Christopher Columbus Langdell, the champion of another academic camp in the debate, the Constitution neither required U.S. citizenship nor full constitutional rights for the inhabitants of annexed territories. President McKinley’s Senate allies rejected the notion that the Constitution barred colonialism. The ongoing territorial status for Arizona and New Mexico
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demonstrated congressional power over eventual statehood. None of the Fifteenth Amendment, American Revolution, Declaration of Independence, Preamble to the Constitution, or the Civil War guaranteed self-government or broad suffrage: “The right of a citizen to vote guaranteed by the fifteenth amendment! Women are citizens; they do not vote. Minors [and the illiterate] are citizens; they do not vote.” Federal discretion in territories was the norm: the “power of Congress over the Territories is general and plenary,” limited only by “moral obligations.”

A compromise was finally struck when a majority of senators united in February to ratify without annexing. The Senate approved the treaty, which the Senate then explicitly resolved was “not intended to incorporate the inhabitants of the Philippine Islands into citizenship of the United States, nor . . . to permanently annex said islands as an integral part of the territory of the United States.”

In November 1899, Harvard Professor Abbott Lowell entered the debate that had consumed the political branches when he added a constitutional justification for lands “so acquired as not to form a part of the United States,” at least where inhabitants lacked U.S. citizens’ “social and political evolution.” As he conceded, his precedents were “meagre,” consisting of a handful of decisions concerning U.S. legislative and military power that reached beyond U.S. borders without causing individuals’ constitutional rights and Congress’s obligations also to extend extraterritorially. But that claim provided little insight into the central question: could the nation’s borders be extended beyond the reach of the Constitution?
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II. TOWARD A CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS FOR EMPIRE

Lowell’s was far from the only mind at work on the challenge of crafting a convincing legal case for imperial governance. With his treaty of peace ratified, President McKinley prioritized the matter by making Elihu Root Secretary of War in August 1899. The War Department governed the Philippines and Puerto Rico. Root, a Wall Street lawyer without any military experience, was an incisive choice as lawyer for U.S. empire. He was among the most talented and successful jurists in the country and a loyal advocate of President McKinley’s priorities.

In late 1899 and early 1900, he and his subordinates informed Congress that it had the constitutional discretion to extend few rights and no U.S. citizenship to inhabitants of Puerto Rico and the Philippines. Rather than press Congress to make one or the other of the islands a traditional territory or future state, the men urged lawmakers to legislate that federally appointed administrators — rather than democratically elected officials — govern both locales. Happily, Root related, Congress faced “no legal limitations” in setting such a course. Root’s law officer, Charles Magoon, elaborated that U.S. “jurisdiction” and “sover­eignty” over the islands did not extend “the territorial boundaries of the United States.” The men cited decisions featuring consular courts, ships on the high seas, occupied lands, the Guano Islands, the District of Columbia, former and current territories, Mormons, slaves, Chinese, immigrants, free people of color before the Civil War, and American Indians. To evade the Dred Scott rule that territories receive consti-
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tional rights and eventual statehood, they declared the decision “over-thrown” by the Civil War.60 Their bottom line was far-reaching. Except for the Thirteenth Amendment, the Constitution did not apply to the newly acquired territories.61 The “great powers, rights, privileges, and immunities” of U.S. citizenship made the status too precious to be extended to islanders.62 The federal government could demand allegiance without promising naturalization.63 “[M]any persons . . . from whom allegiance in some form is due . . . are not citizens of the United States. Many soldiers . . ., temporary sojourners, Indians, Chinese, convicted criminals, and, in another and limited sense, minors and women belong to this class.”64 So too, Magoon argued, did Puerto Ricans and Filipinos.65 Root added that the Constitution did not require island-mainland free trade.66 But he nonetheless recommended it because the economic devastation that had accompanied Puerto Rico’s loss of Spanish markets made the only alternative letting “the people starve.”67

In April 1900, Congress signed onto Root and Magoon’s proposal by enacting the Foraker Act,68 which established a civil government for Puerto Rico. The statute provided for a presidentially appointed governor and upper legislative chamber, and an elected lower legislative chamber.69 In lieu of a traditional territorial delegate to Congress, the island received a resident commissioner70 who registered with the Secretary of State as foreign dignitaries did.71 The law neither declared Puerto Rico to be a territory nor recognized Puerto Ricans as U.S. citizens.

As to island-mainland free trade, the Foraker Act did Root one better. Temporarily instituting very low tariffs,72 it mitigated economic harm while creating grounds for a rapid Supreme Court test of the legislation.73 According to Republican senators, the constitutionality of treating the new acquisitions as “territory not a part of the United
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States” “would not be safe” until the Court upheld the Act against a challenge.\(^74\) The New-York Tribune reported that the McKinley Administration switched to favoring a tariff because “it offer[ed] the opportunity to test the constitutional right of all the islands to claim to be a part of the United States” by having a “suit . . . carried to the Supreme Court and a decision secured on that question.”\(^75\) The envisioned tariff-based suit had the added benefit of presenting the Court a narrow, largely economic question rather than what Root termed the question of each individual’s “moral right to . . . the underlying principles of justice and freedom . . . in our Constitution.”\(^76\)

When the Supreme Court confronted the status of newly acquired people and places in *Downes v. Bidwell*,\(^77\) ambiguity and deference defined the path it navigated through a landscape already marked by President McKinley, Congress, legal academics, and the War Department. Just as Congress envisioned, the issue was the constitutionality of the Foraker Act tariff.\(^78\) In upholding the Act in May 1901, the Court accepted President McKinley’s invitation to innovate, conforming to the Senate’s resolution that the new territories formed no integral part of the United States, and provided Congress the ruling it equated with validation that the islands were “not a part of the United States.”\(^79\) True to the Introduction, the most influential opinion in the case “embraced” Lowell’s legal analysis.\(^80\) But it also so closely tracked Magoon’s more elaborate analysis that he afterward crowed that his views had won over the Supreme Court.\(^81\) Notably, however, no opinion in the case gained five votes. The leading opinion provided little guidance concerning what constraints the Constitution imposed on imperial governance.\(^82\) With many constitutional questions about empire thus open, administrators, lawmakers, and even those outside federal employ found themselves called upon to provide answers. The result was that constitutional change remained tentative, creative, iterative, ambiguous, and distributed for decades to come.\(^83\)
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III. CONTEMPORARY LOWELLS AND LESSONS TO BE LEARNED

For the contemporary Lowells who contributed Chapters to Volume 130’s *Developments in the Law*, this Commentary presents a challenge. If many diverse actors slowly alter constitutional law by operating in tandem, the prospects for a single piece of legal scholarship to effect dramatic doctrinal change is low. Happily, however, legal analyses do not exist in vacuums. They matter in context and because others take them up and put them to use. Approached from those vantages, *Territorial Federalism*84 and *American Samoa and the Citizenship Clause*85 yield additional optimism and insight.

*Territorial Federalism* advocates creating a new constitutional federalism doctrine to structure United States–Puerto Rico relations. It proffers theoretical justifications and argues that little change to existing doctrine would be required.86 That is an attractive offer for institutional actors committed to such a relationship. As the Chapter observes, the difficulty is that U.S. officials have recently retreated from such quasi-federalism.87 A focus on the relationship between institutions and academics highlights the difficulty of securing doctrinal change with ideas that no one within the government is willing to champion. But it is also a reminder that the membership of institutions changes. If the Chapter is right that Puerto Rico already benefits from a quasi-federalism with a constitutional cast,88 those seeking to dismantle it may find doing so to be slow going. That would suggest that the window for *Territorial Federalism* to have relevance for like-minded officials may remain open for some time.

*American Samoa and the Citizenship Clause* argues that federal courts are now following the lead of legal academics who propose to repurpose the *Insular Cases* from colonial facilitators into means to “protect indigenous cultures” from hostile constitutional provisions.89 American Samoa provides an example. There, many worry that full application of constitutional equal protection requirements might vitiate the island’s “Samoan land for Samoans” rules.90 That is a key reason why American Samoa’s elected representatives recently asked a federal
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court not to extend their polity Fourteenth Amendment birthright citizenship. Partly in deference to those wishes, the court declined to extend the status. But as a focus on institutional roles reveals, the court was deferring to fear of itself, and unnecessarily so. Existing doctrine provides ample tools with which the federal courts could preserve Samoan culture against constitutional assault, citizenship or not. To deny citizenship under such circumstances is not to reclaim the *Insular Cases* for indigenous peoples, but to threaten the opposite.

To permit the *Insular Cases* to further limit territorial residents’ horizons would be unfortunate. The decisions have already produced profound and enduring injustices at odds with American ideals. The doctrine has perpetuated a situation where millions of U.S. citizens residing within U.S. borders lack the right to vote in federal elections and thus to participate in governance of their own country. Their governments lack the sovereignty of either states of the union or nations of the world and have been subject to congressional whim for more than a century, with no end in sight. Though the United States is the longest-surviving democracy on earth, the eminent Puerto Rican jurist José Trías Monge has observed that the *Insular Cases* have also abetted the nation in fostering Puerto Rico’s status as the “oldest colony in the world.”
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